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BEEHIVE BEGINS
DISTRIBUTION TODAY
The 1968 Beehive, encased in a shimmering red, blue , and yellow cover,
arrived during the trimester break. Distribution of the book is to begin this
morning, Monday, Jan. 13, at 9:00. The
Beehive office is to be open until 4 :00
every day this month, and until February 7.
All that is required to receive a book
is a student activity ticket, which most
students already have. Those who have
not been issued a ticket thus far may
procure one by presenting their I.D.
cards at the coat check table, directly
across from the Beehive office .
"The books for graduates have already
been mailed to their homes," explained
Jim Foley, the dynamic editor of Beehive. "But we have over 2,000 copies
here for distribution to undergraduates."
The publishing company has agreed
that, should the demand for books be
higher than anticipated , a second printing can be arranged. Ironically, after
the almost 1,000 graduates received
their yearbooks, there would still be
almost 5,000 other students entitled to
a book. They are entitled because
Beehive is printed from Student Fees,
which is the fund raised from the student activity fee. Typically, about 25%
of those who have paid for a Beehive
actually pick one up.
"We've always had a problem with
reaching the students'', lamented Foley.
"They just don't realize that every
student here has already bought a
book. All they have to do is show up to
collect it! "
Beehive is also available to faculty
and staff for the price of $2.50, which

17 INSTALLED
BYTKE
by Edward R. Carroll

Tau Kappa Epsilon National Fraternity - Lambda Pi Chapter, has recently
installed 17 probationary members. This
marks the first pledge class installed
since Sigma Kappa Epsilon made the
t ransfer to national status.
Many internal changes occurred when
Sigma Kappa Epsilon became Tau Kappa Epsilon. One area involved with internal information was the pledging
philosophy that the National status
brought with it a new philosophy for the
oldest fraternity on campus ;
"The old days of public harassment
are gone , " states John Berquist, President of Lambda Pi Chapter. Pushups
in the hallways and shoe polishing in
the carrels are now a memory of the
good old days. Constructive exercise
is the substitute for the public humilia tion that in. the past was the very
fibre of a pledges experience.
"The T.K.E . pledging philosophy
operates under a new set of rules. The
s ystem is different to the past, but with
the same objective in mind. " states
Don Giannola, Assistant Hegemon. "If
you compare the new pledging to the
old, you'll find many differences," explained Bob Dorer, Hegemon.
An S.K.E. pledge was considered a
worm to an active member. He pledged
under constant pressure. Humiliation
was common. Polishing- shoes , worm
walks, singing to the clocks were basic
requirements of a pledge . Social functions were the only time a pledge carried equal status to an active member.
Even then he had to be on his toes.
_Pledges who could not live up to these
and other requirements were asked to
leave.
The success or failure of the old days
are still debatable topics within the
fraternity. When the transformation began cries of disgust were issued from
some of the active members. They
feared that the fraternity was going
soft. It was a weakening of standards
to them. Transformation was a dreaded

is about 1/ 3 the cost of producing the
book.
The 68er is considerably different
from last year's product, as is evident
from a quick comparison of the covers. The switch from a solid, dark brown to
a wild, multi-color design carries into
every page, where over 25 color pages
are complemented by numerous fish-eye
shots, larger graduate photos, and a
series of circular photos, which run
throughout the book.
A radically new concept in yearbook
planning , possibly indicative of a new
direction in co liege annuals, was introduced for the first time this year.
There has been a rearrangement of protocol, with the graduates appearing
first. Sports and student activities follow, then the administration, faculty,
and staff, respectively.
"We felt that the book was being
compiled chiefly for the graduates",
Foley related, "So it seemed proper
for them to appear first."
The work has now been done. The '68
memory file is ready for distribution,
and the 69er is under way. Why not pick
one up this morning? that first lecture
is always boring anyway, so let your
Beehive entertain you while you 're sitting through it. Remember , distribution
begins at 9 a.m.

1. A joint Faculty-History Major curriculum board that will have an equal
representation between faculty members
and History majors; this board will decide on all curriculum changes.
2. That faculty history advisors take
the time to inform themselves of necessary information pertinent to fulfilling
their roles.
3. That this new curriculum board
institutes a·c ceptance of A.P. credits
and formulates a method for allowing
compromise.
Despite the complaints from within ,
the fraternity reformed. Standards were
changed.
The T .K.E. pledging philosophy was
adopted. The objective remained the
same. The method was new. A pledge
was no longer a worm, but a probationary member. A change in title brought
with it, the proper change of status .
Public harassment was condemned.
Pressures remained, but for a different
purpose . A probationary member was
instructed and encouraged to work for
the fraternity, and not to be the personal

CONSTITUTION
COMMITTEE
FORMED
The all-important issues of Constitution reform have been undertaken for
study by a newly-formed Student Constitution Committee, chaired by Dennis
Martin . It will be the responsibility of
this Committee to discuss and produce
the document which will govern NISC's
student body from this time on .
The eleven-man Committee, composed
of Six Senators and five members of the
student community, has been meeting
regularly since its formation in November. Already discussed have been the
powers of the Student President, the
advantages and disadvantages of Parliamentary government, and the Student
Bill of Rights.

Editor Foley with his prized yearbook

HISTORY PROBLEMS
CONCERN MAJORS
At last trimester drew to a close, several History majors, sensing the need
for new policies and directions in their
department, embarked upon a campaign
to bring those needs into the open.
"We are stressing that our group is
non-political ", explained Dan Kahn ,
who along with David Singer, is co-ordinating the effort. "We feel that we
can work within the department to improve its curriculum.''
The co-ordinators are hoping to reach
most of the 500 History majors, which
is a vicious task, since there are no
published lists of students according
to their majors. The effort cannot be
totally successful without strong student support. Those, however, who
were reached in the closing weeks of
school voiced quite favorable reactions
to the attempts.
The proposals, submitted recently in
the form of an open letter signed by the
Concerned History Majors, were sent to
all interested parties in the History Department. They were as follows:
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all students as well as history majors
to place out of basic survey courses in
history.
4. That this new curriculum board institute curriculum revisions that will
offer a wider scope of history courses
than the outmoded traditional curriculum
now offers.
5. Above all, as history majors who
are concerned not only with our future,
but with the future majors in history as
well as the entire history department ;
we urge an immediate meeting with the
history faculty to implement those
proposals.
Kahn emphasized that action is already being taken on some of the proposals. "Our third proposal, the need
for recognition of advanced placement
credits, will probably be implimented
by September", he notes. Most colleges
and universities give credit in basic
survey courses if the A.P. score is 5
or above. Northeastern, in fact, lags
behind in this service.
"Dr. Hammond, the department chairman, has already expanded the department and widened its scope" , relates
Kahn, "so he will probably realize that
we just want to help the department
grow".
The first suggestio_n, Singer and Kahn
feel, will be the most difficult to impliment. The creation of a faculty-history
major board will take time and student
support. Support , however , may not be
so hard to find, since numerous graduate
students have expressed their approval
of the project.
valet of the actives. Minimum cafeteria
hours were set along with office hours.
But the real message the pledge was to
receive during his short pledging period
is found in the T .K.E. motto: Above
all else, Tau Kappa Epsilon stands for
men, not for wealth rank or honor but
for personal worth and character.
The newly initiated members are
titled Alpha Class of Lambda Pi Chapter. They are the first pledge class to
experience the ney., system. Their actions as Fraters will determine the
loyalty, honesty and true integrity the
system has to offer.

Factions of the committee proposed
that, since, in their opinions, the Senate President, under the present framework, possesses too strong a control
over Senate affairs, his office should be
elected only by the Senators. His function would be more strictly as a chairman, _and less as a ruler. If, at a ny
time , the Senate becomes disenchanted
with its leader, a vote of confidence
could be requested. Dissenters opined
that the privilege of selecting a Student
President should not be removed from
the student body, an argument which
was countered by pointing out that the
office itself would no longer exist.
The issue of Student Rights had become particularly inflated during last
trimester's frequent demonstrations ,
and , as a result , is of prime importance
to the Constitution Committee. The
Committee, however, is finding it almost impossible to draw up a reasonable Bill of Rights without the benefit of a strong student court. Any provisions for student assembly or speech,
for example, would be worthless unless
the Court could preside over disputes
which might arise from those rights.
Therefore , the provision for and structure of a Stud e nt Court will be among
the first discussions this trimester.
At a meeting during the trimester
break, the possibility of creating a
community constitution was discussed .
The Community Constitution is a combination of the student and faculty
Constitutions. Since the Faculty document is currently being rewritten, it
wa s felt that this would be an ideal
time to begin efforts in that direction.
No further action has been taken.
When the actual writing of the document begins, as it is scheduled to very
shortly, each article will be brought before the Senate individually for a vote.
After the entire constitution is ratified
by the Senate, it passes to the students ,
either in the form of a special referendum, or as a referendum issue at a regular election.
A few Senators had candidly expressed
hopes that the document would be ready
for ratification or denial at the next
scheduled Senate election, supposedly
to be held this month. That has become
impossible because of numerous delays and discussions which have lasted
longer than expected:
The last Senate session of last trimester, scheduled as a two-hour discussion, at which the Committee was
hoping to poll Senate opinion regarding
establishment of a Community Constitution, was cancelled when several members of the NISC Peace Council and
SOS staged a "geurilla theater" production as the meeting opened. Senators and visitors were doused by squirt
guns and disrupted by horn blasts,
piano playing, and "players" in various costumes running about the room.
The date of the January election has
not , incidentally, been announced as
of press time, but a decision is expected by next week. As soon as prospective candidates have announced their
intentions to run, PRINT will publish
another election special, with profiles
of the candidates.

SPECIAL REPORT

The Scene
atSFS
The following is a special report from
s ta ff res earcher Rod Martel, who spent
his trimester break in San Francisco
surveying the s itua tion at San Francis co
State College .
Externally, all would appear quiet on
the western front, But, in the words of
one San Francisco Administrator "We are
in the midst of a Christmas vacation
truce " . This added time provides both
sides with an opportunity to examine
the present situation and to develop
future tactics.
To date , these are the most important
developments at SFS .
1) The State Attorney General is conducting a "routine " investigation into
the student government finances. The
center of controversy is a $400 check
paid to the Rev. A. Cecil Williams for a
lecture given December 3 at the Ecumenical House opposite the College. The
Re v. Williams endorsed the check and
contributed it to the Black Student
Union chapter on the c ampus . Acting
college president Ha yakawa terms the
contribution as "a very suspicious circumstance ' ' .
The Rev. Williams s a id he sees the
disclos ure as jus t a nother attempt "by
which forces a re trying to castrate the
black s tudent lea dership . "
He then added "I have no hesitation
in saying that I have not done anything
illegal or anything to put myself in an
unlawful position" . Student leaders see
the investigation as a political move
a nd "anothe r attempt to wipe us out".
2) The Academic Senate is on record
as favoring establishment of a school
of ethnic studies capable of granting a
B .A. This is one of the c hie f de ma nd s
of the students .
3) At a press conference in Sacramento, Gov. Ronald Regan sa id that there
is no longer a ny room for a ppea sement
a nd the policy of keeping the c ollege
ope n with police is " settlement"
enough. Quite c onfidently he declared
''the very idea of demands, the idea of
sitting down and negotiating student
dem ands, is intolerable in educa tion .
"The administrators of a college cannot negotiate on that basis with students '' .
Rega n backed the sta nd ta ken by
Acting president Haya kawa to keep the
colle ge operating with the help of police if necessary. He said the policy
of ·enforcing the law and protecting
citizens and facult y members will continue . when tr.-e college reopens after
the Christmas va cation.
" As far as I am concerned, that is the
settlement , " He said.
4) Finally, a teacher's union negotiati_ng committee will meet with college
officials a nd begin discussing teacher
grievences. The teachers ha ve threatened to strike when school res umes
J a n. 6 unless " meaningful negotia tions"
a re under way for improved pay a nd
working conditions, and a greater voice
in the college operations."
America n Federation of Te ache rs
units at other state colleges ha ve
threatened to join in any strike a ction
in support of the demands.
At the risk of sounding pessimistic ,
most people involved agree that we can
look forward to a renewal of strife when
the college reopens in J a nuary .

PIZZA CITY
3300 WEST·FOSTER AVENUE

IR 8-3585
VISIT OUR DINING
FACILITIES KN OWN AS
THE PARLOR RESTAURANT
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QUENDOLVN HUNTINGTON-

"My Neighbor's

Corey's

Corner

Back Yard"
CAn essay)
My neighbor ' s backyard extends at
least a block long . It ' s devoid of grass ,
flowers, trees , ba rbecue pits , s wings ,
a nd sand boxes . Not only does it lack
those things which are common to most
backyards , but it has an abundance of
mini ature weed gardens fluorishing in
unrepaired holes irrigated by winding
green tributaries a long the cracked
cement . Surrounding this struggling
greenery is broken glass cast like so
ma ny dime store jewels , about the yard .
Jewels that are the only fortune of forgotten winos and . the last rema ins of
the bottles that children had s ought in
pla ce of toys .
A row of ga rba ge cans s upport the
wall , with their stinking refuse boiling
over as if on an invisible stove . A
forbidding spe ctacle to ward off intruders . The yard is sca ttered with old
shoes covered with anim a l manure and
rags so worn tha t even rot will not
claim them . Left-overs from la st night ' s
dinner , cans a nd stained paper -infested
with a nts and flies each trying to out
do the other in his quest for nourishment. One may even sight a charred
mattress moulding among the other
tras h. In the place of a flower's fresh
smell , the yard is uniquely fragrant
with a ged urine a nd the pungent odor
of the dead . A dog has crawled into
the yard to find a final retrea t after
being struck on the road . Its carcass
now rots in the sun . Stiff c ats , put to
sleep b y some dread disease and rats
who just laid down because they were
tired of living stand silent gua rd over
the region .
In the autumn sunshine the a nimal
ma nure turns white wi th age , the color
of the unde rbe lly of a sleeping alligator.

And s o it should be . This yard is
pa rt of the underbelly of a great city .
It li ves a minute struggle of it ' s own
unknown to the city which stretches
itself in the morning sun .
Quendolyn Huntington

DEVOTED (AND
PAID) STUDENTS
SPEND VACATIONS
HERE.
by Diane L ebbin
Walking through the halls on Dec. 26,
or any other day during the bre ak, one
could feel a strange loneliness but as
you pass by the Qffices you could hear
the ever-famili a r buzz of working.
Looking in, you would see that not
only mainten a nce and service men were
working but many students . These students gave up a la rge portion of their
holiday vacation to keep the school
running.
Audio-Visua l had a t least five aids
who have been cleaning the equipment
and their offices; and getting things
set up for the oncoming Trimester.
There a re three or four s tudents working in the Mail room approximately
fifteen hours a week , receiving, sorting and sending out mail.
Mrs . Christensen has three students
working for her . They have been turning out the grades and have just finis hed working on registrations.
There are at le a st twenty-five students working as Library a ids . They
have been shelving a nd rearranging the
book s and s ending out numerous overdue notices .
In total, a lmost one hundred students ,
some paid , some working for the enjoyment , spent their Christmas brea ks a t
Northeastern .

Language is a curiosity.
The whole object, or process, or experience that is language is a curiosity .
La nguage can say , "Good morning. "
or it can say one thing and mean another. Or it can mean nothing-or everything.
L a nguage commands and apologizes.
Language is misused, and yet is understood . Language changes, yet remains
the same. Langua ge communicates even
when it is absent. And la nguage is
never absent.
La nguage can grab your eyeballs by
the collar and order you to STOP. And
it can also grab your eyes and ears and
say, Vote for _ __ _ __ _ _ __
Or , Drink _ _ _ __ __ . Or even,
Destroy Pollution-Vote Yes. How could
a nyone refuse?
Language imitates sounds. Or is
sounds. Splash. Crunch. Kerplop.
And langua ge is a typewriterclackcla ckclackclackc lackding
And it is also a mind , drawn by Ayn
Ra nd, In Anthe m, that says , "We love
you . . . . . . No , that is not what we wished
to say . .... . we are one . .. alone .. .and only
. .. and we love you who a re one .. . alone
... a_nd only. "
People hide behind language like a
brick wall : "My fellow Americans ... "
"All we want is law and order ... " " The
U.S. is searching for an honorable end
for the war in ... ' '
Language is also devalued, and under-

minded. Giant Economy Size. SUPER
PREMIUM "A wondrous breakthrough
to ease laundry drudgery - new - IMPROVED-CLIMAX! ' '
And language offends.
The Government Printing Office refused to publish the Walker Report"Violence in Chicago" - because of
obscene language used . One four letter
word was used at least 82 times. - - A leader of the Yippies was arrested in
Chicago during the week of the Democratic Convention for having a "fourletter word meaning love" written on
his forehead. People don't go to the
toilet. They go to washrooms , men and
lady rooms. Restrooms .
**** you.
You dirty fl$%*?
Go to - - - - .
I'll bet you know what I said.
andlanguagesetsamoodortempoorsettingfa s t or S L O W W
And language is the jacket of the
Beatle album which is blank on both
sides.
It's a book title : FDR-My Exploited
Father-In-Law.
WORLD WAR I-The Allies
WORLD WAR II- The Allies
THE VIETNAMESE CONFLICT-The
Allies
WORLD WAR IIILanguage wonders, and says, a~d laughs.
Language is.

Places to go ...

.The Electric
From the outside it looks like an old
run-down theater , but after entering
through the blue doorway you are in a
large hallwa y which goes to the ballroom. It is this ballroom or , a s it's
called, the Kaleidoscopic room , that
will be the showplace for a group of
young men from New York , who help
built the "Electric Circus " there . And
these men are now carrying on their
experiments even further in their latest
venture.
In the ballroom there · is a huge plastic
dome about 85 feet in diameter, which
has the inside surface coated for receiving projected images. In the center
of the dome is a circular "gondola "
also called the eye. This is suspended
from the ceiling, and in the eye there
will be a assortment of about fifty projectors . Among the projectors will be
16mm , 8mm, slide, ,and overhead projectors, plus an assortment of strobe lights
a nd high intensity lights.
With all this equipment it would be
very hard for one or more persons to
handle this.
A glass~walled , sound-proof control
booth the cortex half of which protrudes
into the east wall of the Kinedome high
a bove the da nce floor will house the
control equipment.
The switching operation that will be
required by both a udio and visual equipment will be done by coded IBM type
punch cards, magnetic tape and multiple-channel perforated tapes.
The a udio equipment consists of eight
sound columns with a total of 1000
watts of power, a professional eight
channel mixing board used in most

RAPID READING COURSE
Sec. l M/ T 4p.m. to 5:30
Sec. 2 Sat. 9a.m. to 12
BEGINS WK.JAN. 20
FEE $25
ENROLLMENT LIMITED
REGISTRATION FORM, Rm C-412

Theater

major recording studios, and an "Electronic Synthesizer" , which is able t o
create any sound electronically (first
of its kind in the U.S.). In addition,
there is an assortment of other equipment.
To give an example of what they all
do, one of the effects created on opening night was an ' atomic explosion. It
goes like this: there are 15-20 projected images dealing with the bomb itself,
the strobe lights get faster and faster
as it goes along, then you have the
sound of 5-10 explosions.
After going through all this bombing
of your senses you could retreat to the
one of six sound proof "Meditation
Rooms'' , which were recently removed
for not fulfilling their intended purposes.
You might have been able to get free
lessons from Swami Kriyananda (who
is nothing but a son of a midwest farmer). There is also a body shop where
two girls will paint your body for you.
Entertainment is provided by top pop
bands and combos singers (soul or rock)
and there will be additional entertainment by the six-member Aaron Russo
Electric Theater Resident Ballet Troupe
performing original electric and Indian
dances.
The undertaking of the project was
staggering, the renovation of the theater
cost an estimated $250,000. The cost of
the equipment was at least $200,000, ·
this to say at the least was a cheap
price to pay, for all the installing of
this equipment was done by his small
group of 14 wizards on audio-visual
electronics.
By
Joseph Troiani
and
Larry Zgoda

TERMPAPERS TYPED
IBM Electric - - 40t/page
Call Mrs. Cohen; 338-5242 evenings
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by Marcia Wilson
If there were at Northeas tern a substantial a nd developing community of
change, orie nted to the left, radical
perhaps militant in nature, then it would
serve some purpose to atte mpt to define for such a community the forces
which by their very presence demand
at best its continued impotency. It
would serve some purpose to point out
that not only the Right but also what
some consider "liberal" established
forces constitute a threat to the potential of any community of change to the
left - "to the left" means in this context, change which liberates men from
the injustice and barbarity of the past
and present; change which comes as
the result of a rebellion on the part of
oppressed classes against their oppressors (ie: the English civil wars, the
French Revolution, the Chinese a nd
the Cuban revolutions) in contrast with
change which emanates from a ruling
class in behalf of and in its own interest (ie: Fascism, Nazism, American
totalitarian democracy).
It is evident, that such a community
of change, in that it rejects injustice,
cruelty, and silence, will be threatened
by the Right with its intolerance of
justice and humanity. We have only to
look to the infamous examples of Fascism and Nazism to realize that the
Right does not break but rather tightens
and streamlines the continuum of suppression. We have only to look to the
manifestations of the Right on our own
campus to realize that the Right is a
negative force, a force of reaction engaged in the fostering of racism, inequity, and the tactics of the police
state. Clearly, in the role it has played
in society or on our campus, the Right
has not shown itself to be either a
creative or a humane force. It will always dema nd that castigation precede
community. It will always demand that
order precede justice. As there can be
no justification for tolerance of injustice and cruelty; there can be no justification for tolerance of those who foster
injustice and cruelty, the political
Right.
" ... where freedom and happiness
themselves are at stake: here, certain things cannot be said, certain
ideas cannot be expressed, certain
policies cannot be proposed, certain
behavior cannot be permitted without making tolerance an instrument
for the continuation of servitude."
-Herbert Marcuse
Whatever threat the Right might pose
to a community of change, that threat
seems minuscule when compared with
the extent to which the subtiety of established forces a nd the manner in
which they conduct society threaten
any community for change, the Left ,
our freedom, our humanity.
We live in a modern industrial democracy; totalitarian in character, totalitarian not because of design, but because of the "normal course of events".
We live in a society in which powers
are and remain unequal - even increasing their unequal weight when they run
their own course. To paraphrase Marcuse: we live in a society where a
variety of pressures unify, coagulate
into an overwhelming, overpowering
whole, integrating the particular countervailing powers by virtue of a n increasing standard of living and an
increasing concentration of power.
Thus, "the laborer, whose real interest
conflicts with that of management, the
common consumer whose real interests
conflicts with that of the producer, the
intellectual whose vocation conflicts
with that of his employer find themselves submitting to a system against
which they are powerless and a ppear
unreasonable." Alternatives evaporate
into an utterly utopian dimension and
what improvements may occur " in the
normal course of events" and without
"subversion" are more than likely to
be improvements in that direction de-

termined by the particular interests
which contr d the whole, the established forces. Thus the populace is purchased with a modicum of prosperity
and kept pacified by a "monopolistic
mass media" - itself the mere instrument of economic and political powerscharged with the task of creating a
mentality for which right and wrong,
true and false are predefined wherever
they affect the vital interests of society. Under such conditions the so-called
will of the majority, or in the case of
Northeastern, the will of that large
mass of silent or apathic students, becomes meaningless. Thus opposition
to those who claim legitimacy on the
basis of such faceless masses is more
than justified.
We must deal with the reality that we
attend an institution which by the very
methods and concepts it employs, serves to enclose our minds within the
"established universe of discourse and
behavior " - thereby precluding a priori
a rational evaluation of the alternatives.
We must deal with the reality that we
attend an institution - much like existing society - which using organized repression and indoctrination, guards
against the risk of promoting alternatives which offer a reasonable chance
of pacification and liberation.
Surely the established forces, in society and at this institution, can not be
expected to nurture their own subversion, but , as Ma.reuse states: " ... in a
democracy such a right is vested in the
people (ie: in the majority of the people) ." This means that the channels
should not be blocked through which a
subversive majority could develop , and
if they are blocked either by repression
and/ or indoctrination, their reopening
may require apparently undemocratic
means .
In the context of Northeastern, the
restoration of freedom of thought may
require students and teachers to place
new and rigid restrictions on teachings
a nd other practices - the reinstating
of democracy, the attainment of liberation, may call for the withdrawal of
toleration of speech and assembfy from
individuals, groups , and movements
which promote aggression, armament,
chauvinism, racism, the mis-education
we must bare, or which oppose the
liberation of oppressed and colonized
peoples.
" ... I believe that there is a natural
right of resistance for oppressed and
overpowered minorities to use extralegal means if the legal ones have
proved to be inadequate. Law and
order are always and everywhere the
law and order which protect the established hierarchy; it is nonsensical
to invoke the absolute authority of
this law and this order against those
who suffer from it and struggle
against it - not for personal advantages and revenge , but for their
share of humanity ... If they use
violence, they do not start a new
chain of violence but try to break
an established one."
-Herbert Marcuse
If there were at Northeastern a substantial and developing community of
change, oriented to the left, radical
perhaps militant in nature , then it
would serve some purpose to warn such
a community of the dangers inherent in
accepting as tolerance that which is
toda y proclaimed and practiced by
established forces. Such tolerance is
in many of its most effective manifestations serving the cause of oppression.
Such tolerance is serving the maintenance of a society whose death an
ever increasing number of citizens demand. One would suggest to a community of change that it begin to practice a
new tolerance, a "liberating tolerance " ,
a tolerance which calls for intolerance
toward prevailing policies, attitudes,
and opinions which have outlawed or
Continue d on page 7

I guess the most prevalent fallacy
about SDS is-'' Although the national
organization may be bad, the local SDS
here at Northeastern is harmless . "
This argument has always seemed weak
to me . Despite the supposed independence of the local group, the fact that
they have chosen to bear the name
"Students for a Democratic Society"
shows that they must follow closely
the ideas of the national organization .
A name is a means of identification ..
it tells people what you are . A person
who believes in non-violent activism
to promote civil rights is not going to
form a chapter of SNCC or the Black
Panther Party.
Let's take a quick look at SDS's record at Columbia University. There like here - they seized several buildings . After much indecision the administration finally called the police . In
all the controversey about police brutality, after the removal of rebels from
the occupied buildings, the brutality
of SDS was forgotten . Forgotten was
the fact that the rebels kept a dean
hostage for twenty-six hours . Forgotten
was the fact that before their eviction,
the rebels photostated every document
in the files of President Grayson Kirk .
Forgotten was the ammonia thrown by
SDS in to the faces of students oppos ing them . Forgotten is, of those demonstrators injured, only one was seriously enough hurt to require even a brief
stay in the hospital. But thirty-two
policemen suffered injuries ; one serious eye injury; one officer crippled perhaps for life; and another suffered a
heart attack, caused by a blow to the
chest . And other things were forgotten .
Like "Viva Castro", "Marxism Forever'', and other slogans written on
the walls by the rebels; and the raising of the Viet Cong flag by students
occupying the mathematics building.
People who join the SDS must agree
with the methods used by its other
chapters, otherwise they would not
wish to have people think that they
were sympathetic to disorders caused
by many of it 's people, and they would
not join that organization . Besides ,
SDS here at Northeastern has already
shown their willingness to use -disrup-tive tactics .
People who think in terms of using
forceful means to obtain what they
want are sure to create trouble when
they find they cannot have everything
their way .
During the recent disorder at Berkeley ,
California, led by the Youth Socialist
Alliance (I thought the socialists were
supposed to be non-violent), SDS was
handing out leaflets which made demands in addition to the original demands made by the Young Socialists.

SDS wanted amnesty for all those arrested in the demonstration . It is interesting to note that amnesty was one
of the demands of the rebels at Columbia too.
The radicals know what this reporter
has been saying. If the university officials expel troublemakers it will be
very difficult for them to force acceptance of their ideas on an opposing
administration and student body . They
know that their attempts to force their
will on others will be short-lived and
that they will not be around to try it
again. Other students who share their
ideas will be hesitant to use the same
tactics .
It is clear that disorder can only continue on a campus if the administration
fails to take action and expel the people who try to "take over" .
Having the police remove the demonstrators is no answer without backing
it up by expulsion. In a few hours the
troublemakers are out on bail and back
in school ready to go at it again .
One of the most precious freedoms we
have is freedom of speech. But let's
face it people, the average working
man gets mad when he sees cops carrying self-styled revolutionaries out of
college buildings . He gets mad when
he sees vandalism and destruction of
schools he pays taxes to support.
As Dr . Glenn S. Dumke , chancellor
of the California State College System ,
has stated - if the universities don't
do something about the disruptions we
have had on campus then the citizens
are going to demand a restructure of
the colleges in a way that administrations, faculty and students will be unhappy about He warns the great " silent majority" of the students and faculty are going to suffer .
Remember how important an issue
"law and order " was during the Presidential campaign? Remember it was the
number one issue of George Wallace;
and for a third party movement the
amount of votes he received was large
enough to scare a lot of more moderate people .
We hear a lot of talk from SDS about
college students being adults and able
to run their own affairs. This is true,
but if we are to run our own affairs
we must act mature and responsible or
we cannot logically claim to be capable of running a school.
What amazes this writer is not so
much the leftist desire to force its will
on the rest of us, as its insistance
that such action constitutes a rational
and legitimate exercise of the right of
free speech.
SDS BELIEVES IN FREE SPEECHFOR SDS.
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OPIN IO N
SOCHE N
COMM ENTS
Editor:
Northeastern Illinois is going through
a dangerous period. One of the many
things that contributes to the danger is
that many students, faculty members,
and administrators oversimplify and
generalize about student dissenters.
All students who are critical of the
status quo are not the same; the Black
Caucus is not the same as S.D.S. and
does not believe in the same things as
S.D.S. does (as was seen in the Black
Caucus' repudiation of the S.D.S. demands). Students critical of particular
courses or of the basic curriculum
should not be lumped together with
other more radical students.
·
Distinctions must be made between·
critics who advocate peaceful change
from within and those who support
violent overthrow of the whole system.
Distinctions must be made between
those who truly support everyone's
right to dissent and those possessors
of the truth who only want their truth to
prevail.
Further, true freedom and true education means a humane hearing of all
points of view. Students have rights,
faculty members have rights, and administrators have rights. We also all
have responsibilities. I submit that the
binding link that we all must preserve,
and reinforce, is our respectful treatment of each other and our firm commitment to the belief that violence practiced by police and/or student radicals
(right or left) is inimical to an educational community. Anyone and everyone
who uses violence is trained and corrupted by it.
And finally , we a re all part of the
same chain t hat is tryi ng to learn a nd
participate in the learning process because the college is the meaningful
center for intellectual searching and
inquiry. If we all affirm to use nonviolent means to articulate our points of
disagreement and also confirm the basic
worth of the learning community , we
will be well on the way to clearing our
school of danger.
June Sochen
Assistant Professor of
History

"DIALOG"
OBJECTION

Editor:
I should like to register an objection
to your handling of the "discussion"
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between Conrad Pitcher and Dr . Berlinger. Since the confrontation lasted
well over twenty minutes, your brief
excerpt could not possibly present a
clear picture of the events which took
place. I am tempted to claim bias, on
the par( of those persons choosing the
selection to be quoted, but upon examination of the excerpt I find that both
Mr. Pitcher and Dr. Berlinger would
have sufficient cause to object. At the
present time, when it has become essential that the students have a clear picture of the issues, this partial presentation of a complex discussion is particularly unfortunate. Would it be possible for The Print to define , objectively, in some later issue of the paper
the demands of those students who are
making demands-without the rhetoric
with which they are usua lly clothed?
That, in itself, may be difficult for
part of the problem lies in the fact that
the demands are hidden within a rhetoric
which doesn't help understanding.
Similarly, you might fruitfully explore
the reaction of the faculty and administration to those demands. I suspect
that such a journalistic exploration
would be far more useful than the
"news" story to which I object.
James Tinsley

FROM
HOWARD MILLER
Dear Mr. Corey :
I was amused by and thank you for
your column in the Print, issue of Nov.
4th.
I know you did not intend it to be
complimentary, but I consider that any
time I am associated with patriotism
and love of country, I am complimented!
I am not surprised, of course, that
you chose to use some of my statements out of context. Indee d , that is
a device frequently used by those of
philosophical bent.
Sincerely I do appreciate your using
me as a subject matter and willingly
admit that you turn a clever phrase.
I invite you to call me some day.
Sincerely
Howard Miller

SDS SUCCESSES
Editor :
They succeeded! SOS succeeded!
Students, you' 11 deny this to the bone,
but it 's true. The sit-in, confrontation,
disruption-call it what you will-and
their list of demands as well, produced
the outcome and consequences that the
leaders of SOS truly wanted. I ' m referring to the real leaders , the few who
take their cause seriously and believe
in the philosophical bases behind their
actions. Not the prestige-ridden sensationalists who went along for the
ride to share in the glory . They're the
ones who must necessarily pack the
ranks of any movement , and soon
enough they 'l l fade into mediocrity and
obscurity. But look at the leadersbetter yet, talk to them-and you'll be
very surprised and no doubt considerContinued on page 6
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PRINT SAYS:

COURTS NEEDED NOW!
Students have been taking over classes. Students have been sitting in offices.
Where? Here. Northeastern Illinois State College. Our College. What's being
done? Nothing. Why? Because our college doesn't have any systems to do anything. There is no system, committee, or functioning body that has any legal
jurisdiction to deal with student actions. The Student Activity Council is the one
organization that has any semblence of a student court. However, their function is
of a supreme court, and this function keeps them from dealing with the student
actions unless they have first gone through smaller committees which act as
hearing or trial courts. These lesser courts would afford a fair and legitimate
means to deal with problems on campus. The problem now is there is no student
court system. There are no means to provide action.
The Student-Faculty-Administrative Hearing Committee , formed by the Student
Senate, to desil with the recent sit in in the President 's office, is in constant
confusion. The committee can not decide its function . The committee can't decide the realm of its power. But why should it? It is a temporary committee formed
to deal with one specific problem .
It is time that Northeastern developed a complete , powerful student court system.
This system could ~asily be incorporated into the new Senate Constitution presently being written. We suggest that the system take the form of a regular judicial
body. The system could contain hearing committees, grand juries, trial courts,
and appelate courts. Only the President's veto could over-ride decisions made by
the court system. The courts could be made up equally of students, a nd facultyadministration members. This system would provide a means for students to bring
college proglems into the open.
The need for this court system is pressing. It is the obligation of the Senate
Constitution Committee to provide a strong student court system in the new constitution. If the system is not in this constitution the college may atte mpt to function for years without one. It is also the obligation of the Administratio n and the
Faculty Senate to work with the Student Senate in making the courts a success.
0

ANO THER CTA BLUNDER
Hi, there. How was your ride in this morning? Well, if you're one of Northeastem's thousands who take the good ol' CTA, yo u got a grand gift for Christmas-a
fare hike. And did you happen to notice whether the Foster Ave . bus was running
any better this morning?
It 's ironic that, at NISC, 2,500 students pass through financial aid offices each
trimester, and of these, at least 500 are on loans, grants , and the work study program. Though the ridiculous fare increase hi ts everyone, these people suffer the
most.
Then what about the unfortunates who travel on suburban bus lines? Often, their
services are actually worse than CTA (if that 's possible) , and those fares are increasing at almost the same rate.
Back in the good old days, we complained that the fares were too high. But this
increase will be costing most of us about $70 more per year, or an average cost
of $306 for three trimesters' transportation. That's a high price to pay just so an
ignorant driver can slam a door in your face.
In big business , as in football or any type of functioning organization, when the
leader or leaders are incompetent , they have a way of being replaced . Why doesn't
that rule hold true for the CTA? George DeMent and his boys are still on the job,
a lthough about their only accomplishments have been the three fare increases
we've all suffered.
Do you think there 's a chance that Mayor Daley will ever find in his heart the
kindness to look into the workings of the CTA? We doubt it. He's probably not
the least concerned that the supposedly broke CTA spent $25,000 on public relations advertising just to tell Chicago that, "We'll make it up to you."
If you really want to make it up to us, George, there's only one way you can do
it. Bring the fare back to 25¢ .

CHM HAS A BETTER IDEA
On page 2 of this newspaper, you'll find an article outlining the efforts of a
group calling itself, simply, the Concerned History Majors. By banding together
and discussing the shortcomings of the department which is their major, they
have been able to compile a list of "proposals" for improvement. After the first
few weeks of their existence, they have already been able to see action taken on
several suggestions.
Isn't that incredible? We don 't recall one sit-in, takeover, or demonstration.
Few students not involved with the group even knew of its existence. Even their
list of demands was called a list of Proposals, which was typed neatly on a ditto
sheet, without any dramatic graphics.
CHM's problem is that it isn 't nearly radical enough. How can the leaders of
this sissy outfit expect results unless they get arrested a few times to dramatize
the struggle? CHM complains that it needs to "reach the students to survey their
feelings " on the matter. That's ridiculous. If CHM has already compiled its list
of demands , what does it need student support for?
Only one thing puzzles us. How , without a powerful, symbolic name , and without
the usual rituals to signify the eternal struggle against the wicked, oppressive
Establishment, has this group been able to get so far, and cooly predict that all
its demands will be met within about a year? As soon as we figure that one out,
you'll be the first to know.

HUMBLE CONGRATULATIONS TO US
0.K., PRINT fans, we're taking the gamble. After a trimester of harassment because we were a bi-weekly sheet, our humble staff has decided to answer the call.
This is the first in a series of thirteen straight weekly Northeastern PRINTs.
Watch for us every Monday!
One other thing - as a quick glance at the staff box would indicate, this doub- ·
ling of operations is being accomplished with a staff of about fifteen. Obviously,
we will need help, but only from experienced, dedicated people who have something to offer. If you 're semi-massochistic, and you enjoy hard work with little
reward, how'bout stopping in to see us?
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ably enlightened with what they say.
Listen to Pitcher and Smolka. Both
are soft-spoken, articulate boys who
philosophize-yes , folks, philosophizeabout SDS and their real ai ms of November 20. What they wanted , what they
believed they had to achieve, was
simply political awareness by the students at NISC! Simple, eh? They wanted the student body to think about
their position as students and their
relationship to both fac ult y and admi nistration. How much power sho uld the
students have? Should the university
"look after" the students, paternalize
them when they're not at home? How
much confidence in themselves can the
.students develop to make meaningful
decisions in policy? And of course, the
philosophical question that unfolds
the platform of any movement in any
political context- Is it right? Is the
established power structure right and
ethically good as it is? I am not asking these questions rhetorically, and
I have no preconceived answers in
mind. But SDS poses these questions
to you; they did what t hey did to make
you aware and cognizant (as only a
rational man can be) of the possibilities for change. If you believe their
specific demands a re wrong, then
CHANGE THEM! If you think there
should be no change at all, then SAY
SO! BUT SAY SOMETHING'
That ' s what it ' s all about , really
students, it is . Look around you: the
world is too full of apathetic people
who couldn ' t care less about anything
beyond their noses. Don't "not care."
The society is worth saving. (As you
can probably tell from that last statement, I'm not a member of SDS myself.)
But if not enough people truly care
about saving the existi ng society,
soon it sure won't be worth saving.
What SDS did-chaotically and maybe
over-dramatically-has impressed me
deeply with what I know was their main
objective : to make you and me and all
of us politically aware of th_e possibilities for social cha nge. This is the
yardstick by which their activities
should be measured: What are we aware
of now that we we re ignorant and innocent of before?
Holly Semiloff

BE MORE CONSTRUCTIVE!
Editor:
I note with interest the e ntrance of
Marcia Wilson's "The Torch" upon the
scene in direct confrontation (so to
speak) with Mr. Pitcher's political
writings. As is the case so often, unfortunately, it turns out to be a matter
of the New Left and the-what do you
call it ?-New Right (for lack of a better
team) shouting past each other and past
almost everyone else without any attempts to either define any of the situations of which they speak or to propose any solutions to the problems.
First of Conrad . In his December 2
column speaking of the Chicago Policehe speaks of an overbearing organization which at t1ines seems to be overstepping its bounds in performing its
duty to the community. Witness the recent Federal report calling the Chicago
demonstrations in August a " 'police
riot" to see that what Conrad is saying
-some of it, at least-is not Communist
propaganda which is inherently detrimental to apple pie and motherhood.
He's right. The police have overstepped
their bounds. But only in certain incidents. Much as we would like to see
them abolished, I seriously would not
consider speed traps as serving and
protecting "the politicians and corporate powers " . They're for your own good,
Conrad (at the risk of soundi ng like
Father, Mother, the Pope, or the President). To examine your main point about
disarming "their police" and destroying our police state of Chicago. I ' m
willing to listen to anyone ' s arguments
as long as he's got a conclusion-an
effective and presumably better substitution. The sooner the New Left
realizes that they ' re not putting forth a
better constr~ct but merely advocating
destruction-for it's own sake, as far
as I can understand-the sooner I'll
seriously listen.
Marcia Wilson's column entitled "censored" is a little harder to criticize,
especially having been brought up on
such political classics as Masters of

Deceit. -B ut exactly what are the implications of Mark Rudd's admitting that
there are Communists in the S.D.S.?
Especially considering the comment
made at the recent S.D.S. conference
at Michigan State to the effect that
about the only thing Communists are
good for in S.D.S. is running the mimeograph. (Unfortunately, I can't provide
a reference on that, but I'm sure that
one is available.) What does J. Edgar
Hoover know about S.D.S. being sub 0
versive? I'm sorry, Marcia, but your
column is a childish reaction to those
who prefer to intellectually consider
Communism as a theory before accepting or rejecting it. Who is J . Edgar
Hooverto state unequivocally that Communism is an a bsolute no-no? Who, for
that matter, is the Pope to state the
Pill is a no-no? To summarize: you,
Marcia, would be much more acceptable as a columnist if you 1) wrote
more seriously instead of making weak
attempts at sarcasm, a nd 2) considered
carefully both sides of the issue before
publishing again.
What then has been the purpose of
this letter? A cry for a more moderate
stance by both Conrad and Marcia? By
no means. Rather, a plea for a more
intellectual, well thought out, and constructive stance, one that is worthy of
the time of the intellectual student.
Sincerely,
Paul J . Wilczynski
Oberlin College
Oberlin, Ohio 44074
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I ' m all for student power but within
limits. You '11 probably take offense at
the term limits but it doesn't work any
other way; if it does why don't you tell
us how.
Listen man, groups like SDS have a
place on a campus. Think of the good
things you could accomplish-But you're
doing it the wron.g way. I know you're
tired of "going through channels" but
the path you're taking now will lead
you to a deadend. Don 't alienate people.
How many of your group know what
they ' re fighting for? How many really
tmderstand the issues? OR HOW MANY
ARE SAVORING THE FEELING OF
MARTYRDOM TO A GLORIOUS STUDENT RADICAL CAUSE?
Maybe a re-evaluation of your goals
and members would be mea ningful right
now.
If you keep moving in these directions
you're going to become "the establishment ". Not necessarily a branch of the
"old" establishment but a more despised, immoral (in terms of humanity
and peace) group exerting a Gestapo
like control over those who don't think
the way you do.
You dress the way you do because of
a professed belief in individuality, doing your own thing etc. Well baby ,
practice what you preach. Don't inflict
your values on me a nd I won't inflict
mine on you!
Peace!
Carol

HUMAN CAUCUS FORMED

IS AMERICA FREE?

Editor:
We, the Human Caucus, wish to introduce ourselves to you, the students.
Different groups have expressed discontent with school policy or curriculum
and have left a major segment of the
st udent body alienated. There is that
constant gripe, and it is a just one;
"S.D.S., Black Caucus and Student
Senate don't represent me. "
So we see a need, a void, and that
void must be filled. A group of students
met with faculty members and looked
over the demands of the dis s e n t in g
groups a nd polled opinions of students.
The result is that st udents are concerne d with their education, particularly
with quality teaching, yet, if there is
change they want it done in a responsible way.
It is for this reason that the Human
Caucus has, with the help of interested
Faculty members, drawn up a list of
needs which we think are representative
of your desires. What are these needs?
How will you know if they represent
yo u?
Our plan is simply this. The members
of the Human Caucus will be in the
cafeteria, halls and carrels in the next
few weeks showing you this plan, telling you how it would be put into effect,
and asking for your support. Our goal
is 2,000 signatures which is twice the
number of students who voted in the
last election. This plan will not go into
effect until we have received your support a nd until you have added your suggestions. This is the best way we can
think of to end the complaint of nonrepresentation. We ask that you please
give these students ten minutes of your
time and tell them how you feel. We
hope that yo u will welco me our representatives as they have your interest
in mind.
Thank You,
The Human Caucus

Editor:
Several years ago I told my father that
I no longer believed in Judaism, that I
was no longer a Jew. "Okay, Sister, "
he said, "Think that if you will, but
just remember one thing: When the next
Hitler comes along to march you and
your children off to be burned, you better know you're dying because you are
a Jew. "
His words angered me, yet they stayed with me all these years. How could
a man who professed the bountiful freedom of his a dopted land say those
words ·? How could this man, who as a
small boy escaped with his mother and
younger brother from a land of genuine
oppression, travelled thousands of miles

SOS DISAPPOINTING
Editor:
0 YE SDS NOISEMAKERSFor that is re ally all you're about. I
read one of your latest handouts and to
put it simply I was extremely disappointed. Your demands were mostly
asinine and very unworkable . Wait, now
there is one of your mistakes. I'm sure
you could not feel them to be ignorant
but you've got to convince others. Show
the s uffering masses a nd the hated establishment (i.e. the faculty) just how
these ideas could be formulated and
carried out. If you could accomplish
this maybe myself a nd 4,000 others
would think these dema nds weren't so
unrealistic.
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to the New Land of Milk and Honey ,
been brought up in foodless-and-clotheless poverty , and finally "made it",
tell me that this country could foster
another Hitler? - unless he believed
somehow exactly what he said. I often
wondered what my not-too-educated
father saw here to make that statement.
What did he feel, but dare not exprel,s
openly or to himself? Could it be that
freed om here is a lie? But isn't this
THE LAND OF FREEDOM?
When The Founding Fathers wrote The
Constitution of These United States
they said all men were created equal.
But the black man was a slave; how,
then, could all men be equal , unless
the blac~ man really wasn't a man , unless he was some barely-civilized creature, highly-trainable subhuman, who
happened to bear some resemblance to
real humans. UNDER THE LAW the
black man was dehumanized. UNDER
THE LAW the black man was never
free-as he is not today. UNDER THE
LAW the black man has never been
free , equal, and human. At the very
outset of this country, the founding
fathers saw fit-for the material gain
of the then Establishment-to dehumanize millions of blacks UNDER THE
LAW. A legal precedent, therefore , was
established from the beginning that the
Establishment at any time in Americ'an
historycould and would dehumanize any
group that got in its way.
Since this precedent has not been reversed, since the people of this nation
have not seen the truth for themselves
that The United States was founded on
the lie that All Men Are Here Free and
Equal, the lie on which it was founded
still stands, is still being lived, and
we are ALL subject to that lie!
You asked where was the law and
order last August at the Democratic
Convention. It was there , blue-helmeted
and armed, acting out the true law and
order of this country, showing all who
would see that nobody has the right to
dissent, to freedom of speech, to freedom at all if The Establishment does
not want him to have it. The precedent
is set, is in force . Until the lie has
been made known, until the system
which harbors and perpetuates the lie
is destroyed, we are all slaves in this
bountiful land of promised freedom.
Karen Yanoff
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THE LIBERAL VIEW
Editor:
"Life is a ta le told by an idiot full_ of
sound and fury signifying nothing."
Once aga in the truth of this quotation
has been given full expression by
Marcia Wilson ' s latest column. Perhaps ,
Miss Wilson is too young to rec a ll the
days of Joe McCarthy . Those days when
the excess of a rabid patriotism ruined
reputations and destroyed lives . Simply
because one finds someone else's ideas
foreign or disagreeable does not make
that someone a communist.
There may be communists in some
SOS groups throughout this country, but
there are FBI men in them, too. Perhaps, the House Unamerican Activities
Committee (of which Miss Wilson is so
proud) should hold full scale hearings
into the subversive activities of that
agency of the federal government. SOS
is the outgrowth of conditions existing
within the society. It is as American
as Howard Miller, Miss Wilson, only it
comes from the left and not the right.
What I am saying to you Miss Wilson
is that freedom of thought and political
action is the essence of the dynamism
which has made this country great (I
can wave the fla g, too). William Buckley is on the right , but I do not call him
a fascist even if he is one of the most
reactionary of today 's political leaders .
Anyone with eyes in his head can see
that something is wrong with America
today. It is not something dreamt up in
the minds of subversive members of
SOS. It is war , racism , poverty , universities which process instead of
educate, institutions which maintain
the status quo when changing is needed
that produce groups like SOS . Out of
the apparent chaos come ideas. Ideas
which will inevitably reshape America,
and perhaps make it a better place to
live.
John P. Go_ldman
Liberal

l'

BLACKS, WHITES SAME
Editor:
Blacks are basically no different than
whites. They think the same , a ct the
same and feel the same emotions on the
individual level. When I hear Mr. Speller speak on the worth of people and
individual sincerity I see a ray of hope
in the black white clash, but when I
hear Cephus · and Teddy Williams rant
and rave about hate and vengeance;
when I hear them categorize whites into
a homogenious rascist bundle which
hates and kills everything that's not
white I cringe at the fla grant contradiction.
I can't tolerate threats and lopsided
emotional generalities. People are people in the one and the only place it
counts to me, person to person, talking
as people with the human quality we all
possess. Unless the blacks begin expressing this humanness as strongly
and openly as they do their threats a nd
white condemnation I don't see the
black white problem as ever really
ending.
My advice to people: talk to each
other and think about what you're saying. Learn to know yourself and then
act. But act to change what you can ,
those closest to you, those whom you
ca n really influence and improve.
Sincerely,
Reflechir

A rare moment of quiet at NISC - Just before Jan . 7 registrat ion

NOTEBOO K LOST
A brown notebook , containing several
pieces of poetry was lost in a carrel at
NISC during the last week of the Fall
trimester. The notebook belongs to
Terry P. Anderson . If found, it may be
brought to the PRINT office at a ny
time .
they have been severely criticized .
It is obvious that because these two
groups resorted to physical take-overs ,
satisfaction was not being ·achieved
through the channels (meetings , petitions , dialogues).
But now meetings are taking place.
More concerned meetings , more frequent
meetings. The apathetic student body
has reacted.
I feel that I have a right to participate
in the decisions that effect my life .
And if I can not do this through the
system, then I ' m willing to disregard
the system.
The BLACK Caucus and The Students
for a Democratic Society are STUDENTS concerned with demands that a re
vital to every student. If they are to be
· accused of a crime-then I can only a ccuse them of having to much trust m
the student body of this institution.
A Concerned Student

NISC VS, ILLINOIS CIR CLE - AWAY,
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THEIR CRIME IS TRUST
Editor:
I a s a concerned student would like to
thank you for the leaflet you distributed
on campus. It was the first unbiased
article I 've read since the demonstration.
I find that hostility and emotions have
seized the minds of many students forcing out logic . What did the Students for
a Democratic Society do that was so
wrong-? ? - is believing in a cause
wrong?
believing so deeply that they were
willing to put their own education in
jeopardy, willing to risk a jail sentence.
What did BLACK Caucus do that was
so wrong? - Is wanting a more complete
education for all students wrong, yet

TOMORROW!

n

539-1450

Open Mondoy end Tl,unday Nights

50c 50c 50c 50c 50c 50c 50c 50c 50c S1

f OCO c ontinued
suppressed those op1mons, those attitudes, and those policies which serve
to liberate man, which serve to promote
change , which serve to create a society
in which "the people " have become
autonomous individuals , freed from the
repressive requirements of a struggle
for existence in the interest of domination, and as such human beings
choosing their government and determining their life . One would suggest to a
community of change that the only tolerance which is justifiable is that tolerance which is extended to the voices
and armies of the oppressed and colonized which demand liberation .

•

LA RGE O RDER BABY BACK
RIBS $2.95 (to eat here or
take out)
'Ii lb. GIANT HAMBURGER
ON DARK RYE ... with all
the trimmings $ 1.35
Fireside Lounge
Open from fund till 2 A.M.
Seven days a week

2741 W. Howard Street
973-0990
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It 's T wo as Duke Gunte r
let s go of a 15 footer as
the Eag les romp over T r inity Christian.

BILL

Ron "Chico" Czekalski
arcs one high as a T.C.
defender arrives too late
during the first half of a
game in which he scored

BAKER

17.

SPORTS
EAGLES SMASH TRINITY CHRISTIAN
Varsity basketball re turned to the friendly c onfines of the Northea stern Gymnas ium Decembe r 3rd , a nd fo r our Gold e n Ea gle s, it mea nt a return to their winning
ways as t hey ree le d off 18 s traight points in the second ha lf and then went on to
dump a totaly outclassed T .C . tea m 95-68.
For some stra nge reason , T rinity s ta rt ed out fas t a nd through the hot outside
s hooting of the ir gua rds a nd the ir conti nued ba ll haw king , took a 44-39 lead into
the loc ke r roo m at ha lft ime. It was at this point that Coach Butler got the Golden
Guys roll ing as early in the s ec ond ha lf Trinity ha d incre ased their lead to 56-50,
but t he n fe ll to pieces as Northeaste rn the n proceede d to run the s core to 77-57 ,
a nd fro m t hat point o n, it was no contest.
Game scorin g honors we nt to Trinity's Dave Huisman who thru in 28 points for
his nights work . Northeastern Illinois ' high ma n was Joe Rossie who hit for 22.
Coach Butle r was n' t pa rticularly pleased with the team's first half showing, but
added later that they played a n exce lle nt s e cond ha lf. Ma ny of the pla yers a s well
as this reporter felt that T .C. s hould never have scored 44 points in the first ha lf.
What happe ne d in the fina l fra me is tha t the Trolls s imply ran out of gas .
For Nort heast e rn , it was a sweet win fo r a numb e r of reasons . Perha ps the mos t
important is tha t it was their fir st ga me a nd it 's always good to ba g a win the
first ti me out, but fo r ma ny of the play ers it ma rked the long awaite d revenge
which they sought fo r the two lickings they took fr om T .C . last s eason when our
J. V. squa d lost to their va rs ity twice.
E lse where on the score card for N.l. S.C. wa s Duke Gunter with 19 , P at Doyle
and Ron Czekalski with 17, J ohnson Mc Gee with 14 , Chris Stubblefield with 4,
a nd Bob Jenki ns with 2. L ooking over the statis tics , it was a ll Northeas tern as
t hey hit fo r 41 fie ld goals as compa red to the ir opponents 28 and out rebounded
T. C. 5 1-35.
For Nort heaste rn ' s Gold e n E agles it ma rke d the s t art of a nother seas on of exc iting basketball. The 300 people who witnesse d this would be a mong the first
to te ll you t hat anythi ng ca n, a nd us ually doe s ha ppen , so wh y not be a part of it
a ll whe n they ret urn on J a nuary 10 to fac e Way ne Sta te University a nd a ga in on
the 22 nd when t hey will ta ngle wit h our s is te r school Chicago State.

EAGLES LOSE FIRST ROAD TILT, 74-68
We ll , it was a nice tra in rid e, but thats about it as the We s tern Ontario Univers ity Musta ngs ope ned their seaso n with a narrow triumph over our Golden E a gle s
in London, Ca na d a .
T here is no doubt in this reporte r 's mind that NISC ha d the better team, but
Western had the better night. T hey le d by one a t the ha lf , a nd scored eight points
in the final min ute of the second ha lf to grab their win a nd gain revenge for the
104-85 drubbing we handed them a yea r ago .
Northeastern got away to their early lead a nd inc rea sed it to a s much a s 11
points midway thru the first session, but just c ouldn 't ha ng on as the Mus tangs
with some fantastic outside shooting, came bac k to ma ke up the deficit a nd take
the lead.
In the second half it was nip and tuck a ll the way with clutch bas kets by Chris
Stubb lefield and J ohnson McGee keepi ng us a head , us ua lly by four or fi ve points.
But then, with a minute and a half left to go the roof fe ll in as the Mus t angs c a me
galloping back to outscore us 8- 2 and wi n by six po ints.
Not to make any excuses but, Northeastern didn 't play their us ua l run a nd shoot
game. With an eight hour trai n ride be hind them, a nd a nother of the sa me duration
staring them in the face, fatigue began to ta ke it ' s t oll in the e arly moments of
the last half.
There was a little consolation, however , as this was the close st the team ha s
ever come to winni ng a ba ll ga me out of s ta te, on their opponents home floor.
That may not sou nd too good but cons idering the fact that we play usually only
two games out of state each season, it really is n' t bad. More often tha n not we
run into a type of officia l who just does n't s ee things our " Illinois" way a nd that
contributes to what has, thus far, turned out to be s ome ba d experiences , (remember Dubuque fellas?) B ut that wasn't the case ove r in Ca na da . T o set the record
straight the two men who worke d the ga me with We s tern were some of the best
I've seen. They called a loos e type of a ga me a nd le t the two tea ms pla y ba ll ,
which was good, and they we re consis te nt in their ca lls. If there was any home
town feelings between the m they left it at home.
The loss ran our re c ord to 1-1 , with a big game a ga inst Roosevelt University
coming up on the fo llow ing T uesday.

Bob McGuffin captured scoring honors for the ga me as he notched 28 , while Joe
Rosie led some balanced Eagles scoring with 13. Western's co-captain Al Morton
wa s the only man to foul out as both teams managed to avoid getting into trouble.

ROOSEVELT ROUTED
After racing to a 19-0 lead in the first six minutes of the game, Northeastern's
Golden Eagles had little trouble the rest of the way as they trampled visiting
Roosevelt University ' s Tourchbearers 105-55 . It wa s the second win of the young
season for the Golden Guys and it also marked the first time in the schools history that we have won a varsity contest by SO points or better. The game , which
wa s pla yed December 10 , was witness ed by some 300 faithful who came out to
view the encounter with our downtown rivals .
·
Actually, Roosevelt was never in the game. Quick baskets by J ohnson McGee
and Joe Rossie gave our guys a 9-0 lead and Roosevelt an excuse to call t i me
with but 1 minute and 7 seconds gone in the opening frame. Coach Gerald Butler
used the game to his advantage as he played everyone on the squad in both
halves thus giving them some valuable game experience.
After lea ding at the half by a score of 55-20, Butler returned his starting fi ve
to the ga me before having them ma ke way for the second a nd third s tringers.
Roose velt ha d but one re a l player on their entire team, Roscoe Watson, who grabbed game scoring honors by notching 25 points , 15 of them coming on free tosses
from the line. In a ll he made 23 attempts , while the rest of the team made 6.
The Ea gles were led by Pat Doyle who finished with 20 points for the night's
work. Clos e behind him was Duke Gunter with 16 , and Johnson McGee with 15.
The victory kept the Ea gles unbeaten in competition a t home, and a t the same
time meant loss number 3 for RU.
Northeastern will meet Roosevelt once more this sea s on, tha t taking place on
the 17th of J a nua ry on the RU home court at the Olivet Community Center. It is
there tha t our guys will be out to prove that this win was more than just a "good
night " for our side.

EAGLES DROPPED AT NORTH PARK
The Vi.kings of North Park College were everything but gracious hosts when our
Golden E a gles invaded their den December 14th a s they took advanta ge of some
defens ive lapses in the first half and went on fr-om there to hand us our worst beating of the new se ason 99-74. While Northeastern was trying to stop North Park's
high point ma n Dave Crawford , Paul Zaeske managed to sneak in 23 points to grab
s coring honors a nd thus lead his team to their second victory of the year against
one los s . The defeat dropped N.l.S.C.'s mark to 2-2.
North P ark was on the s coreboard before the game was three seconds old and
the closes t the Golden Guys could come after that was 6-3 after two minutes.
From that point on , it a ll belonged to the vikings as they increased their lead to
as much a s 28 points and led at the half 56-34 .
The E a gles were plagued by foul trouble in the e a rly part of the first half as
Joe Rossie was forced to leave the game with five fouls before the end of the
ha lf. Joe , who had been a veraging over 12 points and 14 rebounds a game , left
a fter ha ving s cored only 4 points. This , itself, hurt the Ea gles more thari anything
a s they were a lrea dy up a ga inst a much ta ller North Park crew and Rossies loss
just ma de it tha t much tougher on both boards. All in all , they committed 22 fouls,
4 more than their counterparts , and before the night was over , Pat Doyle was to
join Joe on the end of the bench.
In the second half the Eagles sprang to life a s they were only outscored by three
43-40 , but found tha t the Viking lea d was just too much to overcome. One bright
spot in the Northea stern attack wa s · the work of 6' freshman Johnson McGee who
poured through 20 points after having scored 39 in the freshman game which was
played just prior to the va rsity contest.
Coa ch Butler feels tha t Johnson could provide that needed scoring punch we
lost thru the los s of last sea sons top scorer Doug DeVincent. In four games
McGee has tota led 61 points , giving him a 15.1 mark thus far .
For the Eagles it marked the end of competition until the 27th of December
when they were scheduled to participate in the four team Illinois Tech Tourney.
Coach Butler planned to have the team practice thru the week of the 16th and
then rest up over the Christmas Holida ys. For their opposition on the first night
of the tourney, they drew their old rivals Chicago State College. State doesn't
have much height, but they can run and shoot so it should be an interesting game
that just might give the Golden Guys an indication of just what lies ahead in
1969.

